Upcoming Events

This week’s Who am I? is in absentia

Upcoming Meeting Programs

2006-03-28 Saul B Drevitch, Head of School – “How to Choose the Right School for Your Child”
2006-04-04 Ms. Kris Hunt – Financial update for Contra Costa County
2006-04-11 David Pastor, Esq. – Stories from the trenches as told by a criminal defense attorney
2006-04-18 Dan Ashley, ABC News Anchor – Television News, Ratings and Responsibility
2006-05-02 Anne Cain – Why the State Library Bond Measure is Critical for Walnut Creek
2006-05-09 Steve Cutright – Gravity Powered Fun
2006-05-16 Carrie Lederer – Experience Art at the Bedford
2006-05-23 Valerie Baroni – How Smart is Smart Growth?

For the latest “scoop” on upcoming meeting programs, visit our website and click on the link on the home page: www.rotarywc.org
The Berkeley Peace Fellows Program has been spearheaded by District Peace Fellows Chairs Del Raby, PDG (D-5150), Roger Steiner (D-5150), Susan Cohen Grossman (D-5160), Linda Ricketts (D-5170) and Rick Davis (D-5180) have appointed Rotary Counsellors for each of the scholars, brought the scholars to district events, publicized Peace Fellows seminars and spearheaded efforts to find qualified candidates for this prestigious scholarship.

On Sunday, April 9 you will have an opportunity to learn more about the Peace Fellows Program and hear the scholars talk about their areas of study and plans for the future at the Annual Spring Seminar. This year the event is being held at the University YWCA (directly across from the campus at the corner of Bancroft and Bowditch), from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and is open to all Rotarians and their guests. The Rotary Club of Berkeley will host this event.

You have been asking for more interaction with the Peace Fellows, and this year’s Annual Spring Seminar will give you an opportunity for that. The scholars will be divided into panels focused on specific topics. After they give brief presentations on their topic, you will be able to ask questions and engage in a dialogue with them.

At noon we will break for lunch and hear Orville Schell, Dean of the Graduate School of Journalism and distinguished author, speak on human rights and Iraq.

If you would like to attend the Annual Spring Seminar for the Peace Fellows Program, send a donation check for $15 per person to: Susan Cohen Grossman, 743 W. “T” Street, Benicia, CA 94510. Please make your check payable to “Rotary District 5160.”

You also can see Jack Matkin 925-743-1692 jackm@rotarywc.org for more information.

The Russian Bakers Are Coming...

The annual delegation of Russian Bakers are coming to visit our area during the week of May 6 through May 13, 2006. Please see Cathy Durfee 707-745-1581 cathyd@rotarywc.org or Marty Larsen 925-903-7502 if you can help as a host family, or with the farewell party on 5/13.

Fishing in the City, Saturday April 22, Heather Farms

John Gardner 925-944-0270 john@rotarywc.org advises that the Fishing in the City program is revving up again, and the kids have started their in-school curriculum (watersheds, etc.). The day at Heather Farms is Saturday, April 22, and the Department of Fish and Game has scheduled the fish plant for the event. If you can come, please do put it on the calendar. With any luck the rains will be over by then!

Who am I?

This regular bulletin feature provides some clues about the background of one of our Rotarians. The Members and guests are challenged to guess the name of the featured Rotarian. Answers will be provided in tiny print on the back page.

We’ll never get a chance to guess “who you are” unless you send some great background hints to John McClintic (the bulletin editor) at johnm@rotarywc.org. What is/are your favorite Rotary service project(s) or social activity(ies)? Are you a Past President of this Club or another Club (specify)? What do you like best about Rotary? Do you have a favorite vacation spot, or recreational activity? Do you travel or enjoy those recreation activities with your spouse/children/grandchildren? Do you have an hobby or regularly play a sport? What is/ was your major career activity, and if currently employed what goods or services do you provide (and name of business)? Is there anything else about you that other Club members might not know and that you would like to tell us?

Meeting Attendance Requirements

Our attendance secretary, Quent Alexander 925-820-1593 quenta@rotarywc.org, provides the following information about attendance requirements:

Rotary International encourages perfect attendance by club members. Missed meetings may be made up by several methods. The easiest method is to attend another Rotary Club meeting. A meeting can be made up as early as two weeks before or up to two weeks after a missed meeting. Rotarians are welcomed at any Rotary Club around the world. A list of all Rotary Clubs can be found on the RI website. The second method is to attend a Rotary District or International function. The third method is to participate in a Team meeting or a club activity. The fourth method is by going to the Rotary E-club website and following the “make up” process.

The Rotary Club of Walnut Creek believes that a Rotarian gains most by maintaining “Perfect Attendance” status. To encourage this, the Club has a policy of a ten ($10) dollar fine for each meeting not made up.

Set Your E-Mail Settings to Allow Email from rotarywc.org

We have noticed that many corporate email systems, and some private systems, have increased their restrictions on in-bound email messages. While this helps cut down on SPAM, it also can block “friendly” messages. Please tell your email administrator to allow email coming from our rotarywc.org domain, or at least from “wcclub@rotarywc.org”. Please note that the wcclub@rotarywc.org address is a new “Clubwide” email address, and replaces the “allmembers” address which was taken over by evil spammers.

New Members


Imagine a Friend or Associate to Try Rotary

Members are urged to invite their friends and associates to a Rotary luncheon or Rotary Event. If your guest has an interest in joining our Club or receiving more information, have them either contact Pamela Rau mer at 925-274-5740 or praumer@rnx.com or better yet, introduce them to Pamela and she will make